BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER

03/02/17  Local business reporting telecommunication harassment by ex-employee. Mutual aid provided to Valley View PD for traffic control due to accident on bridge.

03/06/17  Report of male that jumped out of vehicle while traveling I-480 W/B at Brookpark exit. Party located on I-480 W/B, has active Brooklyn Heights warrant, was intoxicated and in extreme pain. Squad on scene and transported male to hospital.

03/08/17  Assisted Independence PD with a traffic stop. High winds caused a trampoline to become airborne, taking out phone lines and damaging a vehicle. Report taken and all parties advised of damage. Many reports of wires and tree branches down due to high winds. Assisted Independence PD with a vehicle traveling eastbound in westbound lanes on I-480. Car located in ditch. Male taken into custody by Independence PD.


03/12/17  Resident on South Hills located property taken from vehicle belonging to resident on E. Schaaf. Assisted Valley View PD attempting to locate stolen vehicle traveling on Canal Road. Unable to locate. Numerous reports of unlocked vehicles being entered and many items being stolen along Schaaf Road and Tuxedo Avenue area.

03/13/17  Domestic disturbance reported on West 7th Street. Parties were highly intoxicated and separated for the night.

03/14/17  Provided mutual aid to Newburg Hts. PD attempting to locate armed male running from store. Unable to locate.

03/17/17  Assisted Independence PD with a traffic stop on I-480.

03/19/17  Report of female walking and a car following her on I-480 E/B near I-176. Located parties who were looking for cell phone. Unable to locate phone.

03/22/17  Provided mutual aid to Garfield Hts. PD for car fire on I-480 E/B.